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ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

 Pursuant to Article 1 of the Convention signed in Paris on 14th December 1960, and which came into force on 30th September 
1961, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) shall promote policies designed: 

− to achieve the highest sustainable economic growth and employment and a rising standard of living in Member countries, 
while maintaining financial stability, and thus to contribute to the development of the world economy; 

− to contribute to sound economic expansion in Member as well as non-member countries in the process of economic 
development; and 

− to contribute to the expansion of world trade on a multilateral, non-discriminatory basis in accordance with international 
obligations. 

 The original Member countries of the OECD are Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, 
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the 
United States. The following countries became Members subsequently through accession at the dates indicated hereafter: Japan 
(28th April 1964), Finland (28th January 1969), Australia (7th June 1971), New Zealand (29th May 1973), Mexico (18th May 
1994), the Czech Republic (21st December 1995), Hungary (7th May 1996), Poland (22nd November 1996), Korea (12th 
December 1996) and the Slovak Republic (14 December 2000). The Commission of the European Communities takes part in the 
work of the OECD (Article 13 of the OECD Convention). 

 

 

 

NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY 
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peaceful purposes, as well as 

− to provide authoritative assessments and to forge common understandings on key issues, as input to government decisions 
on nuclear energy policy and to broader OECD policy analyses in areas such as energy and sustainable development. 

 Specific areas of competence of the NEA include safety and regulation of nuclear activities, radioactive waste management, 
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public information. The NEA Data Bank provides nuclear data and computer program services for participating countries. 
 In these and related tasks, the NEA works in close collaboration with the International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna, with 
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COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR REGULATORY ACTIVITIES 

 The Committee on Nuclear Regulatory Activities (CNRA) of the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency 
(NEA) is an international committee made up primarily of senior nuclear regulators. It was set up in 1989 
as a forum for the exchange of information and experience among regulatory organisations. 

 The committee is responsible for the programme of the NEA, concerning the regulation, 
licensing and inspection of nuclear installations with regard to safety. The committee�s purpose is to 
promote cooperation among member countries to feedback the experience to safety improving measures, 
enhance efficiency and effectiveness in the regulatory process and to maintain adequate infrastructure and 
competence in the nuclear safety field. The CNRA�s main tasks are to review developments which could 
affect regulatory requirements with the objective of providing members with an understanding of the 
motivation for new regulatory requirements under consideration and an opportunity to offer suggestions 
that might improve them or avoid disparities among member countries. In particular, the committee 
reviews current management strategies and safety management practices and operating experiences at 
nuclear facilities with a view to disseminating lessons learned.  

 The committee focuses primarily on existing power reactors and other nuclear installations; it 
may also consider the regulatory implications of new designs of power reactors and other types of nuclear 
installations. 

 In implementing its programme, the CNRA establishes cooperative mechanisms with the 
Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) responsible for the programme of the Agency 
concerning the technical aspects of the design, construction and operation of nuclear installations. The 
committee also co-operates with NEA�s Committee on Radiation Protection and Public Health (CRPPH) 
and NEA�s Radioactive Waste Management Committee (RWMC) on matters of common interest.  
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ABSTRACT 

The NEA Committee on Nuclear Regulatory Activities (CNRA) believes that an essential factor in 
ensuring the safety of nuclear installations is the continuing exchange and analysis of technical information 
and data. To facilitate this exchange the Committee has established Working Groups and Groups of 
Experts in specialised topics.  The Working Group on Inspection Practices (WGIP) was formed in 1990 
with the mandate �... to concentrate on the conduct of inspections and how the effectiveness of inspections 
could be evaluated...�. 

These proceedings cover the 8TH International Workshop held by WGIP on regulatory inspection 
activities. 

The focus of this workshop was regulatory inspection activities in 3 main areas: 

• How regulatory inspections can promote, or not promote, good safety culture, 

• Inspection of interactions between the licensee and its contractors, and 

• Future challenges for inspectors (e.g., new techniques, developing competence, etc.). 
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FOREWORD 

The main purpose of the Workshop is to provide a forum of exchange of information on the 
regulatory inspection activities. Participants will have the opportunity to meet with their counterparts from 
other countries and organisations to discuss current and future issues on the selected topics. They will 
develop conclusions regarding these issues and hopefully, identify methods to help improve their own 
inspection programmes. 

The NEA Committee on Nuclear Regulatory Activities (CNRA) believes that safety inspections are a 
major element in the regulatory authority�s efforts to ensure the safe operation of nuclear facilities.  
Considering the importance of these issues, the Committee has established a special Working Group on 
Inspection Practices (WGIP). The purpose of WGIP is to facilitate the exchange of information and 
experience related to regulatory safety inspections between CNRA Member countries. This Workshop, 
which is the eighth in a series, along with many other activities performed by the Working Group, is 
directed towards this goal. The consensus from participants at previous Workshops, noted that the value of 
meeting with people from other inspection organisations was the most important achievement. 

The Workshop addressed the following three (3) main topics concerning inspection activities: 

• How regulatory inspections can promote, or not promote, good safety culture, 

• Inspection of interactions between the licensee and its contractors, and 

• Future challenges for inspectors (e.g., new techniques, developing competence, etc.). 

Members of Organising Committee wish to acknowledge the excellent planning and arrangements 
made by the staff of the hosting organisation Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC), in particular 
Mrs. Fran Edwards, Mr. Brant McNeish and Mr. Francois Rinfret.  Dr. Hartmut Klonk, Chairman of WGIP 
presided as Workshop Chairman. 

Special acknowledgement is given to the members of WGIP who worked as facilitators and recorders 
for each of the topics. 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The main objectives of the WGIP Workshop are enabling inspectors to meet with inspectors from 
other organisations, to exchange information regarding regulatory inspection practices, to discuss the 
selected topics, to discuss current inspection issues and to develop conclusions and commendable practices 
(if possible) on the selected topics. 

As part of the registration form, participants were asked to provide answers to a questionnaire 
describing practices within their own countries on the various topics for inclusion as pre-workshop 
information. The complete compilation of questionnaire responses is contained in the appendix (separate 
report) to this document. 

Fifty-four (54) participants from eighteen (18) different countries and one international organisation 
took part in the workshop (Appendix 1). Countries included: Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, Finland, 
France, Germany, Hungary, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Netherlands, Russian Federation, Slovak Republic, 
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, the United States and an observer from the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). 

Six (6) discussion groups were established for the working group sessions. Each group was consisted 
of inspectors from different countries, to ensure diversity of views for each of the topics.  Discussions 
groups met for 3 separate sessions to review the various topics. Exchange between participants was active 
and the groups formulated conclusions on the various issues selected for the discussion topics. 

Evaluation of the workshop results are based on questionnaire responses received from the 
participants at the closing of the workshop. The evaluation showed that as in the past workshops, the 
highest value perceived, was in meeting and exchanging information with inspectors from other 
organisations. Responses also showed that the format selected was highly favoured and that more 
workshops of this type are supported in the future. 

The results of the evaluation also reflected that participants in exchanging information are provided a 
unique opportunity to �calibrate� their own inspection methods against those from other countries. While 
exchanging inspection practices and learning new ideas are part of the main objectives, this opportunity to 
recognise and understand commonalties and differences is equally important. 
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Conclusions 

Overall discussions between the various participants both in discussion group sessions and throughout 
the workshop where extensive and meaningful. Ideas and practices regarding regulatory inspection 
activities were exchanged and it can be foreseen that these ideas will provide improved expertise when 
being applied in the future. Based on follow-up discussions, WGIP members agreed that: 

The workshops on regulatory inspection practices held by the CNRA Working Group on 
Inspection Practices, continue to provide a unique opportunity for inspectors and inspection 
managers of nuclear power plants to meet and share and exchange information. 

The main conclusions consist of list of commendable practices for each topic that were developed by 
the discussions groups. These are fully listed in Chapter 6.2. 
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2. ORGANISATION / OVERVIEW OF WORKSHOP 

2.1 Planning 

Preliminary planning for this workshop, the eighth in a series, of International Workshops on 
Regulatory Inspection Activities began following the conclusion of the previous workshop in Budapest, 
Hungary, in May 2004. Formal planning started following approval by the CNRA at its annual meeting in 
December 2004. 

Members of the Working Group on Inspection Practices (WGIP) reviewed comments and suggestions 
made at previous workshops and considered and discussed ways to improve the format of the workshop.  

2.2 Location 

The workshop was hosted by the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) and held at the 
Sheraton Centre Toronto Hotel in Toronto, Canada from 1st to 3rd May 2006. 

2.3 Topics 

Participants at the last workshop [reference: NEA/CNRA/R(2005)4/5] suggested numerous topics for 
discussion at a future workshop. The Working Group considered these topics and also reviewed various 
proposals on other topics. A list of topics were developed and proposed to the CNRA. Consensus and 
approval on the topics to be addressed was reached at the June 2005 CNRA meeting. Members of the 
workshop committee further defined the issues to be discussed under each of these topics as summarised in 
the following paragraphs: 

2.3.1 How regulatory inspections can promote, or not promote, good safety culture 

Strong compliance based regulation just delivers absolute compliance. The attributes of a mature 
organization, however, are that it develops a self-learning and developing approach. 

It is important that a regulatory body carries out its inspections in a way that promotes this attitude 
and does not inadvertently upset it. 

This workshop topic has been adopted to allow inspectors to discuss and determine a) where we 
should carry out inspection, and b) how we inspect, such that our actions and behaviour promote this 
positive attitude rather than disrupt it. 
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2.3.2 Inspection of interactions between the licensee and its contractors 

The use of contractors at nuclear plants is increasing, with a possible dilution of the knowledge base. 
Recent incidents have highlighted the importance of maintaining a close eye on contractors. Verification 
steps by the regulator and licensee must be planned, controlled and evaluated. At the same time difficulties 
in the interaction between the regulator, licensee and contractor have been experienced. The workshop will 
review the issue and determine some commendable practices when dealing with this interface. 

2.3.3 Future challenges for inspectors (e.g., new techniques, developing competence, etc.) 

Continuous development of nuclear activities, such as new technologies like digital I&C, 
organisational changes and financial effects of deregulation are some examples of current and new 
challenges for inspectors. 

This requires continuous adjustments in the regulatory inspection programme, including the inspected 
items, used methodologies and required competence available to the regulator.  

This process must be made possible by the country�s legal regulatory system and by the guarantee of 
necessary resources. A regulator�s self assessment programme should include the development of expertise 
based on investigations to define regulatory needs. 

Inspectors will review the current situation and determine opportunities to address these future 
challenges. 

2.4 Announcement 

The workshop announcement was transmitted in the fall of 2005. As part of the registration form, 
participants were asked to provide answers to a questionnaire describing practices within their own 
countries on the various topics for inclusion as pre-workshop information. The results were transmitted to 
participants one month in advance of the workshop. 

2.5 Pre-Workshop 

2.5.1 Facilitator Training  

Prior to the start of the workshop, facilitators and recorders attended a training session. Dr. Hartmut 
Klonk chaired this session. Dr. Klonk reviewed the general objectives of the workshop and outlined the 
various characteristics required of a good facilitator and recorder. He noted the importance of their role in 
guiding the group and the methods required to manage an effective discussion. Facilitators and recorders 
for each topic broke out in separate groups to review the various issues transmitted by the participants and 
to outline the major points to be covered in the discussion sessions. 
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2.5.2 Reception / Dinner 

A reception and dinner was held following delegate registration at the workshop hotel.  Participants 
were given the opportunity to socialise and exchange information in an informal setting in order to 
familiarise themselves with each other.  Mr. J. K. Pereira, Executive Vice President, Canadian Nuclear 
Safety Commission (CNSC) made a few short remarks welcoming participants to the workshop. 

2.6 Overview of Workshop 

The format of the workshop used a process, which was first utilised in 1992 at Chattanooga and has 
evolved over the continuing series of workshops. Following an opening session to �set the scene�, 
participants were divided into six small discussions groups to discuss in detail the various topics selected. 
A closing session was held to review the results of the discussions and commendable practices that have 
been derived. 

Based on the success of the last workshop and in order to continue improving the exchange of 
information and assist participants in their preparation WGIP members volunteered to compile and analyse 
the responses to these questionnaires as well as act as lead facilitators during the workshop. A compilation 
of these papers is produced as Appendix to these proceedings, and were used as background material for 
the group discussions. 

2.6.1 Opening Session  

Following the welcoming remarks from the host country, the opening session included a brief 
introduction of workshop objectives by the Chairman and presentation of the three (3) workshop topics 
including the results of the survey. 

2.6.2 Group Sessions  

Participants were divided into six discussion groups based on their pre-selection, to discuss topics. 
Three (3) half-day sessions were held. A trained facilitator and recorder worked with each group to 
stimulate and encourage discussions. The results are provided in Chapter 4. 

2.6.3 Presentations by host country representatives 

Staff members of the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, Ontario Power and Bruce Power 
presented current information on the Canadian IRRS-project, Canadian inspection practices at Bruce NPP, 
the Bruce A refurbishment programme and a proposed deep geological waste disposal facility close to the 
Bruce NPP site. 

2.6.4 Closing Session 

Following the completion of the group discussions, facilitators and recorders met and developed a set 
of conclusions based on the discussions. One facilitator from each topic presented the conclusions and 
recommendations that were developed by their respective groups. A question and response period followed 
each topic. Following the presentations, an open panel discussion was held on the results of the Workshop. 
This was followed by general conclusions made by the workshop Chairman. 
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2.6.5 Technical Excursion 

As an additional offer to all participants a technical excursion tour was made to the Darlington 
Nuclear Generating Station (four units 935 MWe CANDU-reactors). Staff members of the plant operation 
organisation provided an introduction and a guided tour of the facility. 
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3. OPENING SESSION 

3.1 Welcoming Remarks 

Dr. Klonk, Chairman of WGIP opened the workshop by welcoming the participants. He noted the 
importance and relevance of this type of workshop and the excellent opportunity it presented to both 
inspectors from OECD Member countries and non-member countries to meet and exchange information on 
important issues. The daily work of regulatory inspectors depends on their own individual national culture, 
national legal framework and national nuclear regulations. They all might be imprisoned by these 
restrictions. Dr. Klonk encouraged the participants to take away all these national regulatory particularities, 
and to find the essence, the ideas, the philosophy of regulatory inspection. It is this essence which 
effectively can be shared with each other. He expressed his hope that the participants were able to find 
many valuables to be considered for their own work at home. 

He also stated that the topics were very relevant and discussed in all countries and international 
organisations. He noted the excellent participation and expressed his hope for meaningful discussions and 
successful workshop. 

Mr. Kaufer provided a short introduction and Dr. Klonk presented the main objectives of the 
workshop, basic information on the set-up of the programme, the expected products and different roles of 
the facilitators, recorders and participants  

Presentation of the results from the pre-work shop surveys were made by Mr. Lewis (How regulatory 
inspection can promote, or not promote, good safety culture), Mr. Stockman (Inspection of interaction 
between the licensee and its contractors) and Mr. Vandewalle (Future challenges for inspectors). 

3.2 How Regulatory Inspections Can Promote, or Not Promote, Good Safety Culture 

Mr. Steve Lewis presented the results of the questionnaire from the 15 member countries that 
responded. He noted that in June 1999 The OECD NEA Committee on Nuclear Regulatory Activities 
(CNRA) issued a Green Booklet entitled, �The Role of the Nuclear Regulator in Promoting and Evaluating 
Safety Culture�. Based on the replies to the questionnaire, in May 2006 it is not apparent that a lot of 
progress has been achieved forwarding the resulting years. 

The results of the questionnaire indicated that: 

• Some countries have not yet considered the topic even in its barest form. 
• Other countries have considered the topic but have not developed it.  
• Very few have begun the process of designing their inspection practices to take it into account. 
• None have yet got a data set that allows them to make judgements. 
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Continuing, he stated that the purpose of this session of the workshop is to help member countries to 
gain an insight into this topic and establish processes in their own countries which will allow them to 
address it. It should be noted that Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) Special Expert 
Group on Human and Organisational Factors (SEGHOF)1 is the NEA group that has the responsibility for 
giving advice on Safety Culture. WGHOF will hold a workshop shortly to allow human factors specialists 
to further develop regulators� understanding of Operators� safety culture. The focus of this workshop is to 
consider the inspectors impact on the operators safety culture. 

In 1998, following the publication of the CNRA report on Future Regulatory Challenges, the CNRA 
established a Task Group to advance the discussion on how a regulatory organisation recognises and 
addresses safety performance problems that may stem from safety culture weaknesses. The earlier referred 
to green book is the first of a series of reports produced by the Task Group and focused on early signs of 
declining safety performance, and the role of the regulator in promoting and evaluating safety culture. 

The report was prepared by Dr. Thomas E. Murley, from input provided by the members of the Task 
Group: Dr. Serge Pretre (Chairman, Switzerland); Mr. Samuel J. Collins (United States); Dr. Michael 
Cullingford (United States of America); Dr. Klaus Kotthoff (Germany); Mr. Philippe Saint Raymond 
(France); Mr. Mike Taylor (Canada); Mr. Christer Viktorsson (Sweden); Mr. Christopher Willby (United 
Kingdom), Mr. Paul Woodhouse (United Kingdom); Mr. Roy Zimmerman (United States) and Dr. Gianni 
Frescura (OECD Nuclear Energy Agency). 

The green book noted that the term safety culture resulted from the post Chernobyl review and the 
INSAG report 1991 used to report its findings defined safety culture as: 

 �����. that assembly of characters and attitudes in organisations and individuals 
which establishes that, as an overriding priority, nuclear plant safety issues receive the 
attention warranted by their significance.� 

Continuing, he noted that Safety Culture involves everybody who can influence nuclear safety. That is 
operators, regulators, contractors, governments. The Chernobyl accident showed that �lack of a safety 
culture can lead to operator behaviour which breaches multiple barriers of the entire defence-in-depth 
safety fabric. That is, when the basic safety values, norms and attitudes of an entire organisation are weak 
or missing, then one can have procedures ignored, operating limits exceeded and safety systems bypassed, 
no matter how well they have been designed and built.� 

This workshop topic has been adopted to allow inspectors to discuss and determine: 

a) where we should carry out inspection, and  

b) how we should inspect, such that our actions and behaviour promote this positive attitude to 
safety rather than disrupt it. 

Strong compliance based regulation just delivers absolute compliance. The attributes of a mature 
organization, however, are that it develops a self-learning and developing approach. It is important that a 
regulatory body carries out its inspections in a way that promotes this attitude and does not inadvertently 
upset it. 

                                                      
1 Subsequent to the workshop, the name of this group has changed to Working Group on Human & Organisational 

Factors (WGHOF). 
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In concluding, he stated that success will be helped if all members of the group contribute to the work 
of the group this week.  

3.3 Inspection of Interaction between the Licensee and its Contractors 

Mr. Ynte Stockmann made a presentation on the background, an overview of the issue, and the survey 
questions and responses. He noted that WGIP and CNRA had performed extensive work in this area and 
the results of a previous survey are compiled in the CNRA report entitled, �Nuclear Regulatory Inspection 
of Contracted Work�, NEA/CNRA/R(2003)4. As incidents continue to occur, it was agreed that this 
workshop should look further at the inspection aspects. 

The definition of contracted work used in the 1993 survey was; �An independent company 
performing a design, maintenance, operation, test, installation or modification at the nuclear plant,  
on behalf of the licensee, by contract, or service for the licensee�. Responses were received from twelve 
countries. 

The results of the survey were as follows: 

Regulatory Framework 

Most countries answer that they have no direct authority over contractors, however: 

• Certain components: Pressure vessel (Belgium, France) 

• Plant construction companies (Korea) 

• Right to inspect the contractors directly: Hungary, Korea,  

• Right to inspect contractors removed recently in Slovak Republic 

Inspection of the Interface between Licensee and Contractors 

All countries require a quality assurance (QA) system in which licensee ensures quality of contracted 
work. The outcome is inspected as is the QA procedure. Most countries concentrate on inspecting the 
licensees QA system. A Few (Hungary, Korea) inspect QA of contractors directly. Many inspect on-site 
contractor performance during outage and also acceptance tests by licensee at contractor�s site. 

How does the Regulatory Body maintain confidence in the way Licensees control the work done by the 
contractors? 

Many but not all inspect contractors on the spot. Some attend meetings between licensee and 
contractor. Most rely on licensees QA system which is spot checked according to a plan or reactive. This is 
done both actively during contractors work or totally based on records. Some inspect contractors abroad, 
but many treat foreign contractors differently from national ones. 
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Trend in the quality of the work and documents prepared by the contractors 

No country indicates a systematic tracking of incidents that are contractor related. The responses 
noted that: 

�  increasing trend in incidents 

�  repetitive unqualified contractors 

�  certification of contractors doesn�t guarantee quality  

�  electronic interface by licensee gives interface problems 

�  increased or improved documentation 

�  interface problems due to increased use of contractors 

�  licensees strict supervision avoids problems 

�  constant quality 

Regulatory Authority over the Contractor 

Most regulators indicated they have direct or indirect authority over contractors, some have none. 

Incidents and Events 

Many countries indicated increased number of incidents, but certainly not all. The Regulatory 
response is normally to demand increased supervision by the licensee 

How does the Regulatory Body assure that safety related recommendations by contractors are assessed 
and implemented if necessary? 

Most rely heavily on licensees QA system while others review systematically if recommendations 
have been implemented or even implemented by Regulatory decision 

Additional Topics of Concern 

• Experience exchange in general on inspecting contracted work, specifically on inspecting training 
qualification of contractors. 

• How much, and how should the regulatory body be involved in the work of contractors? For 
example; supervision of work, training and qualification of contractors, on what basis should the 
Regulatory Body decide its involvement with contractors (e.g., size, nationality, operating 
experience, risk analysis, certification (by the Regulatory Body / Licensee / Users group / Non-
nuclear,...), etc. 

• How to guarantee that the licensee is an �intelligent customer� (from safety viewpoint)? 
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Workshop Tasks 

Possible Division for discussions: 

• NPP / FCF/RR 

• Large/ small 

• Safety relevance 

• Manufacturing/ Engineering/ Service 

• Possibility for tracking contractor related events 

3.4 Future Challenges for Inspectors (e.g., New Techniques, Developing Competence, etc.) 

Mr. André Vandewalle presented the results of the survey. Responses were received from 
13 countries. 

Future Challenges 

These included general challenges (sociocultural changes), challenges related to the licensees 
(Economics, Organisation, Hardware (SS) and Software (people and activities)) and challenges related to 
inspection organisations (knowledge and changes in the inspection framework). 

Sociocultural challenges reported by Finland, Belgium and France included safety culture, values, 
attitudes, behaviour and the gender issue. 

Licensee challenges were reflected by many countries and included the following: 

• On economics Spain and Belgium noted: 

− More competition � reduction of costs � use of (low cost) contractors 

− Financial aspects � investments - resources 

− International companies as owner 

• Organisation challenges noted by France, Finland, Germany and Mexico included: 

− Safety management 

− Ageing management 

− Ageing of plant management (and other people) 

− Human factors 
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• Hardware challenges mentioned by most of the responding countries included: 

− New reactors 

− New facilities (waste treatment) 

− New technologies  

− Ageing � Obsolescence - Life extension 

− Closure of NPPs 

− Electronic records 

• Some Software challenges noted by France, Korea and Japan were: 

− Ability of the industry to provide nuclear grade components 

− Shortening of outages -> ISI issues 

− Maintenance systems (RCM- CBM) 

− Purchase policy 

Challenges being incurred by inspection organisations included: 

• Knowledge management issues noted by Canada, Finland and the united States were: 

− Knowledge transfer & retention 

− Training & retraining 

− Ageing 

• The Netherlands noted changes in Regulatory framework such as: 

− �All-in-one� (i.e., all inspections related to environment, security, safety, worker�s health,� 
integrated into one inspection bundle) 

− Self regulating industry 

• Safety evaluation of NPP�s challenges noted by France and the united States included:  

− ROP (Reactor Oversight Process) 

− Safety management systems 

• France noted the need for prioritizing corrective actions and Mexico the challenge related to the 
Effectiveness of inspections. 
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New / Development of future inspection activities & methodologies 

• Belgium, Finland, France and Germany noted the following issues related to the evaluation of 
organisations: 

− Human factors 

− Evaluation of safety management (measurable? criteria?) 

− Inspection of processes (methodology/Indicators) 

• A majority of the countries noted the need to reconsider current inspection activities such as: 

− More coherent approaches 

− Team inspections 

− Promote higher Licensee responsibility (less prescriptive)  

− (Better) use of risk informed inspections 

− Make inspectors more familiar with risk knowledge - (better) use of PSA tools 

− Make broader assessments based on inspections results 

− (Better) use of experience feedback (EF) in inspections activities 

− Use of EF from other countries in inspection 

Scope of Inspection Activities 

Most countries agreed that the scope of inspection activities will be extended in the future. This was 
especially true concerning regulations. Along with challenges mentioned previously, Quality Assurance 
and Self Assessment were added. 

New Competencies and Skills 

• Improve inspectors skills 

− Human factors (psychological aspects) 

− New technologies 

− Financial aspects 

• Mostly mentioned previously 

− Economics, human factor related, new reactor construction & design, PSA tools & 
techniques, Ageing, Shutdown of plants, etc. 
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• Challenges 

− Transfer of competence to inspectors 

− Use of team inspector + specialist(s) 

Addressing the Future challenges 

• Regulations � improvement needed 

• Training & retraining inspectors 

• Reconsider resources for inspection activities (more resources or re-balanced inspections) 

• Integrated inspections � team inspections 

• Use of specific tools to support inspections 

• More presence on the field � better link with headquarters 

• Database on inspection findings 

• Use of nuclear data link to monitor plant performance 
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4. DISCUSSION GROUPS � SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

4.1 How Regulatory Inspections Can Promote, or Not Promote, Good Safety Culture 

4.1.1 Discussion Groups 

GROUP 1 GROUP 2 

Steve Lewis, United Kingdom * Staffan Forsberg, Sweden * 

Luis Gutierrez, Mexico * Hiroyoshi Koizumi, Japan * 

Alice Salway, Canada Russell Gibbs, United States * 

Milka Holopainen, Finland Michel Gettemans, Belgium 

Olivier Veyret, France Yasunori Roji, Japan 

Walter Glöckle, Germany Kees Jansen, Netherlands 

Takeharu Sakaue, Japan Afansay Kan, Russian Federation 

Youn Won Park, Korea Valery Klopkov, Russian Federation 

Lars Axelsson, Sweden Isabelle Schoenfeld, United States 

Cornelia Ryser, Switzerland  

* WGIP Members 

 

4.1.2 Group Discussions 

The results were presented by Mr. Steve Lewis. 
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4.1.3 Final Results 

SCHEIN MODEL 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regulatory oversight of safety culture and safety management. 

4.1.3.1 Why does the Regulatory Body care about addressing safety culture in the inspection process? 

• Significant events around the world occurred where safety culture was determined to be a root 
cause of the event. 

• Hence, the objective is to enable the Regulatory Body to detect earlier a NPP declining 
performance related to safety culture prior to it resulting in a significant event.  

• Regulatory Bodies can assess licensee performance related to elements of safety culture. 

• Regulatory Bodies can encourage licensee self assessment of their performance related to 
elements of safety culture. 

• Thus, Regulatory Bodies demonstrate their belief in the importance of assessing safety culture. 

BBaassiiccaallllyy aacccceessssiibbllee  ttoo  
tthhee RReegguullaattoorryy BBooddyy 

PPaarrttiiaallllyy aacccceessssiibbllee  ttoo  
tthhee RReegguullaattoorryy BBooddyy 

VVeerryy lliimmiitteedd 
aacccceessssiibbiilliittyy ttoo tthhee  

Artefacts

Visible and mostly 
accessible 

Not directly visible
but accessible

Espoused Values 

Basic assumptions 

Invisible, hard to access
Accessibility dependent 
on regulatory strategy 
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Commendable Practice: How to make Safety Culture �Inspectable�? 

1. The Regulatory Body should identify safety culture elements and factor them into their process for 
inspecting / assessment Safety Culture. 

4.1.3.2 Safety Culture Elements / Examples 

The Licensees safety management system. Has it got one? Is it appropriate and adequate? 

Management 

• Knowledge management and succession planning 

• Safety management 

• Management of organization change 

Work practices for:  

• Maintenance 

• Operation 

• Outage 

• Modification  

• Radiation control 

Internal communication/involvement  

Interaction with outside world  

Improvement programme 

Documentation and Records 

Digital documents are of some concerns. 

Operating experience 

Improvement programme 

Regulatory relation  

External interaction 

Internal Involvement 

Attitude 
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Organizational and individual behaviour 

Self Assessment 

Training and competence 

Resource and funding 

Work control 

Reporting culture  

Commendable Practices: Possible Approaches 

2. The Regulatory Body may group elements of safety culture into key areas such as human 
performance, problem identification & resolution, concern raising environment, organizational 
support, etc. 

or 

The Regulatory Body may identify certain important elements to focus on which themselves may 
encompass other elements. 

3. IMPORTANT PRACTICE - Safety significance should be factored into assessing licensee 
safety culture.   

Commendable Practices: Approaches 

4. Regulatory Bodies could explicitly address elements of safety culture during routine inspections. 

5. Regulatory Bodies could assess elements of licensee safety culture on a periodic basis independent 
of performance, to reveal �hidden� issues.  

6. Regulatory Bodies could conduct targeted inspection in reaction to an event, incident or degraded 
condition. 

Commendable Practices: Competence 

7. Human factor and organisational specialists should be involved: 

− in the design of inspection oversight programmes in order to capture elements of safety 
culture. 

− in some elements of its implementation to understand the inspection process and contribute to 
its delivery. 

8. Inspectors should have an understanding of safety culture to be able to carry out effective 
inspections. 
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9. In some countries inspectors make judgements regarding safety culture while in other countries 
�human factors specialists� are involved. 

10. Inspector training should specially include what safety culture is and how their interaction with 
licensees can affect safety culture.  

Commendable Practices: Safety Culture Assessment 

11. The assessment process should consider findings arising from the inspection of the individual 
safety culture elements. 

12. An individual inspector should not be required to assess licensee safety culture independently. 
However, inspector findings that impact on  should be factored into the assessment of licensee 
safety culture.  

4.1.3.3 Inspector Impact on Safety Culture 

Inspectors should consider that unintended consequences may occur from their interactions with 
licensees. This can be both positive and negative. 

Commendable Practices: Inspector Impact 

13. Inspectors need to manage their inspections and behaviour to take this in to account. Examples of 
this are:  

− Management of Inspections and requirements etc. is needed to minimize distraction of 
Licensees safety role. 

− Inspector concentration on particular things to be done can distort the Licensees� 
prioritization process depending on the LS understanding. 

− Inspectors should remain in the role of inspectors and not lead the Licensees, especially in 
the area of their technical expertise, to ensure that the responsibilities for safety remain with 
the Licensee. 

14. Regulatory Bodies should be reviewing their own inspection practices and behaviours to 
determine their impact on the Licensees safety culture.  
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4.2 Inspection of Interaction between the Licensee and its Contractors 

4.2.1 Discussion Groups 

 

GROUP 1 GROUP 2 

Ynte Stockmann, Netherlands * Julio Crespo, Spain * 

Benoit Zerger, France * Brant McNeish, Canada * 

Mats Häggblom, Sweden * Gyula Fichtinger, Hungary * 

William De Boer, Canada Petri Vuorio, Finland 

Hansjörg Emrich, Germany Frank Schlögl, Germany 

Jong Tae Ha, Korea Fukio Mori, Japan 

William Thompson, United Kingdom  

* WGIP Members 

 

4.2.2 Group Discussions 

The discussions in both groups started out by defining the topics of relevance and interest relating to 
contractors of goods and services.  

4.2.3 Final Results 

4.2.3.1 Introduction 

The Licensee must be held responsible for the work of all contractors and the Regulatory Body needs 
access to the site of the contractors. 

We began by defining who was a contractor, a previous definition used in an earlier WGIP document 
defined a contractor as, �An independent company performing a design, maintenance, operation, test, 
installation or modification at the nuclear plant, on behalf of the licensee, by contract, or service for the 
licensee�.  This was broadened to include; an individual, group of people, or a company, who is engaged 
by means of a contract or other legal service agreement with the responsible owner or licensee, to performs 
any service for the nuclear facility. 

Group 1 began by considering the issue from more of a theoretical point, with the addition of practical 
experience. Group 2 approached the issue considering recent experience with issues at nuclear power 
plants that related to contractors. These, different approaches gave complimentary results, which were 
merged into six shared commendable practices. 
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There was a general concern by both groups that when contractors are used, there are extra risks to be 
considered. Licensees of nuclear power plants are shortening outage times and trying to reduce costs at the 
same time. This leads to contractors working faster and possibly for less money.  At the same time, it has 
been noticed that there is an increased number of contractors, some with less experience then noted in the 
past.  Also, some contractors are working at more than one outage simultaneously, with the same people 
working long hours running between sites. 

Both groups considered it important to note that the licensee or owner is responsible for safety.  Not 
only of the work they have done themselves, but also to the work done by contractors. This led to a lot of 
discussion on the principle of the rights and duties of the Regulatory Body.  This discussion was held not 
only within the two groups, but also in the closing session where an agreement on two points was 
conclude: 

• The Licensee must be held responsible for the work of all contractors. 

• The Regulatory Body needs access to the site where contracted work is being done. 

Reflected in Commendable Practice 1 is the idea that considering all the possible points of inspection 
of the contracting process, it is impossible to carry out all those possible inspections.  The Regulatory Body 
should have the powers and capabilities to inspect when deemed necessary. 

In Commendable Practice 2, the licensees/owners have to maintain their competence in order to fulfil 
their responsibilities for safety. The discussion group members did not wish to define a name for this 
competence, but the term �Intelligent Customer� and �Smart Buyer� were used.  

In Commendable Practice 3, an important part of any contracting process is quality management 
(QM). How the licensees/owners conduct their QM has to be inspected. However, inspections should 
involve more than reviewing records and quality documents. 

Commendable Practice 4 highlights that in many countries the Regulatory Body needs to write 
inspection guidelines before it can inspect.  The groups noted that guidelines for inspecting the competence 
of contracts, or even the contracting process itself, are rare and are yet it be written. Even if these 
guidelines are not legally required, they contribute to an effective inspection. 

Commendable Practice 5 deals with operating experience. During the discussions it was recognized 
that there was possible a lot of experience involving contracted work, but that trending was not been 
systematically carried out on contractors. Reliable quantifiable data would be a great asset to be able to 
justify regulatory attention on contractors, contracted work or the QM process governing the contracting 
work. In the discussions it was recognized that it is very difficult to create a reliable data on contract 
related issues, and the Regulatory Body should not rely solely on quantified data. Nevertheless 
commendable practice 5 states that operating experience should be used.  

An issue that emerged during the discussions is the different powers that Regulatory Bodies have 
and/or use over national or foreign contractors.  It is often assumed by Regulatory Bodies that foreign 
companies have either less or more knowledge and need different regulatory scrutiny. Commendable 
Practice 6 reflects the principal that all contractors should be inspected in the same manner, no matter if 
they are national, foreign, big or small.  
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The closing discussion confirmed that not all Regulatory Body will be able to implement all of these 
commendable practices immediately.  Some where concerned with the risk of taking over the 
responsibilities of the licensees. One controversial aspect was the suggestion to inspect the 
licensees/owners Bid Assessment process, but because of experiences shared in the discussion groups, it 
was felt that this option should be left open.  

4.2.3.2 Observations of the Groups 

• There is extra risk when using contractors. 

• Many licensees are not treating large and small contractors the same when it comes to their 
oversight position.  Similarly, some licensees do not treat domestic and foreign contractors the 
same. 

• Licensees of nuclear power plants are shortening outage time and trying to reduce costs at the 
same time. This leads to contractors working faster and possibly for less money.  At the same 
time an increased number of contractors, some with less experience, has been noticed.  Some 
contractors are working at more than one outage simultaneously, with the same people working 
long hours running between sites. 

4.2.3.3 Definition of Contractor 

An individual, group of people or company, who performs any service for the nuclear facility, 
engaged by means of a contract or other legal service arrangement with its responsible owner or licensee. 
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4.2.3.4 Contracting Process 

Licensee /
Owner

Intelligent
Customer

Services to be Contracted

Should it be?
(Loss of Licensee Capability)

Contract Delivery
(Contractor Competence to Deliver)

Contract Completion

Contract Award

Bid Assessment
(Assess Safety/Contractor History)

Contract Specification
(Safety written in Contract)

Audit and
Review
Performance

Supervise

- Safety
  - Nuclear
  - Conventional
- Quality Assurance
- Environment
- To Plan
- Change Control

Licensee QA System

 

4.2.3.5 Services that are Contracted (Examples) 

Construction Project Management Manufacturing Radiation Protection 

Commissioning Operation Maintenance Security 

Training Dosimetry Examination Waste Management 

Cleaning Safety Assessment Engineering In-Service Inspections 

Design (including turn key design) Fuel Supply Fuel post irradiation 

 

Commendable Practices 

1. The Regulatory Body inspects all aspects of the contracting process:  

• contract placement 

• bid assessment 
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• contractor requirements 

• contract delivery 

• contract completion 

• the audit & review and feed-back process 

On the basis of safety relevance, risk assessment and engineering judgement, with links down to all sub-
contractors.  

2. The Regulatory Body inspects the policy of the licensee to keep its ability to: 

• carry out its contract management tasks,  

• judge competency of contractors,  

• understand its responsibilities under the law, and 

• understand the safety features and hazards of its plant and how any contract may affect these.  

3. The Regulatory Body inspects in the field rather than only reviewing records and uses multi-
disciplinary teams when appropriate. 

4. The Regulatory Body has sufficient guidelines to describe the inspection of contracting. 

5. The Regulatory Body directs its inspection on licensee�s contracting activities, based on records and 
trending. 

6. The Regulatory Body treats large or small, foreign or domestic contractors equally. Regulatory bodies 
co-operate concerning work with foreign contractors, but are aware of different standards. 

4.2.3.6 Appendices 

Examples of aspects of contracting process which may be inspected: 

a) contract placement, bid assessment and contractor requirements 

− The QA program of contractor must be fit for purpose 

− Competence of the licensee�s people bid assessment 

− Priority of safety in purchase policy and budgeting 

− Safety Plan 

− Performance history of the contractor 

− Requirements for completion and contract delivery. 
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b) contract delivery, on site, off site and on or off site 

Contract Delivery (on and offsite) 

Change control 

Training of the workers for the job and 
the safety on the working site 

Supervision plan (licensee and 
contractor) 

Review arrangements 

Safety plan 

Risk awareness 

Procedures and work instructions 

Plant hand over arrangements 

Responsibilities clearly specified 

Feedback and the liaison arrangements 

Hold points  

Security 

Change approval 

Spare parts 

Risk monitoring  

Equipment 
 

On Site 

• Work conditions 

• Emergency arrangements 

• Radiation protection  

• Interfaces with environment 

Off Site 

• Contractor follows their own 
management system 

 

Completion 

• Changes to the original plan 

• Configuration control 

• Completion of documentation 

• Fulfilling of the specification 

• Lessons learned 

• Commissioning 

• Security 

• Experience feedback from contractor 
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c) the audit & review and feed-back process 

− Formal Procedures 

− Nuclear and conventional safety 

− Environment 

− Security 

− Change control 

− Procedure assessment 

− Time plan 

− Capacities and responsibilities 

− Feedback system to management and to workers 

− Corrective actions system 
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4.3 Future Challenges for Inspectors (e.g., New Techniques, Developing Competence, etc.) 

4.3.1 Discussion Groups 

GROUP 1 GROUP 2 

André Vandewalle, Belgium * Radomir Rehacek, Czech Republic * 

Rick Aubrey, Canada Laurent Foucher, France * 

Kyun-Tae Kim, Korea * Daniel Billeter, Switzerland * 

Aloysius Lin, Canada Lingquang, Guo IAEA * 

Kenneth Lunm Canada Louis-Arthur Langlois, Canada 

Walter Bergbauer, Germany John Van Berlo, Canada 

Rafael Silva Mendilibar, Spain Hirozo Shiomi, Japan 

* WGIP Members 

 

4.3.2 Group Discussions 

Two groups were discussing this item. In order to start with the discussions, three questions were 
asked to both groups: 

• Based on this morning�s presentation, is there any central theme or message that emerges? 
This presentation was the summary of the answers provided by the different countries on the 
survey (see questions in appendix). 

• Can you suggest any possible ways to address these challenges? 

• Prioritization? Among the future challenges identified, some prioritization would be desirable. 

Based on these questions, the two groups started in some different ways. Group defined 8 areas of 
future challenges to be covered as following: 

1. Inspections & information management 

2. Human resource management 

3. Increasing commercial pressure 

4. Organisational change 

5. New technologies 

6. Regulatory Body quality management 
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7. New legislation2 

8. Reactor decommissioning1 

Group 2 decided to develop further discussion on future challenges based on the �3-P�s�: People, 
Process & Products.  

Although differences in approach between the two groups, many ideas were similar and it was 
possible to combine their thoughts into one single presentation, using the structure proposed by group 1. 

The results were presented by Mr. André Vandewalle. 

4.3.3 Results 

CHALLENGE

Analysis

Possible Solution
(concept)

Legal
Basis
OK?

Legal
Basis

Change

Input to
Government

Challenge Remains
OpenSOLUTION

NO

YES YES

NO

 
 

                                                      
2 These last items were not developed due to lack of time. 
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4.3.3.2 Inspection Processes and Information Management 

The improvement of the inspection processes was considered as a future challenge. In particular, 
better harmonisation and coherence of inspections activities between inspectors was deemed necessary. 
Several members underscored that the communication between the inspectors was often unsatisfactorily. 
The inspections activities have more and more to cope with human factor related aspects and inspectors are 
generally not educated to face these issues. 

The following ways to address these challenges were proposed:  

• Creation of a central database of all inspection findings that is accessible to all Regulatory 
Body staff, including specialists, useable for performance evaluations (e.g. Quarterly or annual 
reports) or for tracking following up and trending 

• Ensuring that inspectors, who typically have technical backgrounds, receive human factors 
training that allows them to inspect for and identify HF issues such as organization, attitudes, 
behaviour, man/machine interfaces, etc 

• Maintaining a well-defined and structured inspection programme � minimum inspections to be 
done, up-to-date inspection guides - amidst organisational change, modification, improvements, 
etc (i.e.. Change management) 

− Develop/design inspection program which blends �deterministic�, �base-line� inspections 
and additional inspections based on risk (PSA) and condition based  

− Use safety significance to set frequency  

− Inspections of all stages of plan life (design, Construction. Commissioning, operation, outage 
decommission) 

• To attain a consistent and coherent approach, the use of team inspections, clear requirements 
and guidelines, inspector/specialists discussion, routine discussion of findings, inspector training 
including use of case studies 

− Harmonize/align national and regional inspectional programs 

• The ability to determine risk (safety significance) consistently remains a challenge for which 
there is a need for tools to assist the inspector 

− Inspections related to barriers / defence in depth 

− Overlay PSA on inspections (frequency, depth, response) 

− Condition based inspections specific to reactor, events at reactor, planned inspection 

− Develop common international standard approach to evaluation rating 
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SAI
Systematic

Approach to
Inspections

Condition &
Performance
Based

Risk
Informed

Baseline
Inspection  

4.3.3.3 Human Resource Management 

The management of human resources represents a future challenge for regulatory inspections 
organisations for several reasons such as: reduction of governmental budgets, ageing and retirement of 
inspection personnel, etc. When hiring new inspectors, coming directly from the university, it may be 
necessary to educate them in old technology which are still in use in the reactors, but not more taught at 
school. Following ways to address these challenges were proposed: 

• Where there is possible loss of knowledge, such as through retirements, the use of succession 
planning (written procedure), mentoring, and a databank of important information such as 
regulatory decisions are solutions to consider. 

• Contract with retired inspectors, training of newcomers (technical, methodology), mentoring of 
newcomers. 

• Time for inspectors before retirement to do the knowledge transfer (overlap). 

• Development and delivery of a systematic training programme (that covers old technology); 
new inspectors to receive accelerated training early particularly in light of an ageing workforce. 

• Salaries competitive with licensees salaries (alternative ways to fund regulatory body if required). 

• Career planning  

− alternatives  

− interesting intellectually challenging tasks 

− opportunities for higher position  

− senior inspectors/ inspectors. 
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• To address Regulatory Body resource reductions: 

− Make use of licensees inspections and additional information provided before inspection by 
Regulatory Body 

− Develop an Regulatory Body set of performance indicators to verify licensee processes 

− Rely more on other tools � PIs and event trending 

− Focus more on risk 

− Alter frequency based on inspection results. 

In summary: Timely recruiting and systematic training of new inspectors. Creating intellectually 
challenging jobs. Retain and document inspection knowledge and experience. 

4.3.3.4 Increasing Commercial Pressure 

Due to increase competition, resulting mainly from the opening of the electricity market, the 
inspection activities have to cope with increased commercial pressure in the activities of the Licensees. In 
order to face these issues, following ways to address them were proposed: 

• Do surveillance and monitoring, with the aid of performance indicators, to ensure that licensee 
resource reduction has not degraded plant safety. 

• To address difficulties caused by reduced outage length (inability to complete necessary 
inspections), obtain help from other Regulatory Body staff such as specialists and other 
inspectors. Use of risk information to consider establishing a minimum outage length 
considered as acceptable by the Regulatory Body. 

• Use technical support organization (TSO) to augment inspection team or organization. 

• Use of past inspection results. 

4.3.3.5 Organisational Changes & External Factors 

Changes by the Licensees can result in significant organizational changes and some reactions in 
matter of inspections activities are needed: 

• To address situations involving company split-up or work contracted out, expand inspection 
programmes to cover link between licensee and sub-company/contractor to ensure license 
requirements are met for provided service (see contractor group). 

It is sometimes possible to anticipate by performing: 

• Early �Task analysis�. 

• Early adoption of legal basis. 
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4.3.3.6 New Technologies 

The use of new technologies by the Licensee can be due to following causes: necessity to replace 
obsolete equipment, construction of new reactors, refurbishment of old reactors, etc. Ways to address these 
challenges may include: 

• Training and help from other countries (new reactors). 

• Special training from component providers or from licensees for components using new 
technology. 

• Develop inspections focused on ageing and refurbishment. 

4.3.3.7 Regulatory Body Quality Management 

The Regulatory Bodies will have in the future more and more to demonstrate to the public and to their 
government that they provide for quality in their inspections activities. Ways to address this issue are listed 
hereafter: 

• Certification. 

• Conduct an IRRS. 

• Develop and implement a self-assessment process for the inspection activities. 

• Develop a set of internal performance indicators, focused on results. 
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5. CLOSING PLENARY SESSION 

5.1 Presentation of Topics 

A presentation on each of the workshop topics was made by the facilitators. Each presentation was 
followed by general questions and comments from the floor. Each of the groups developed a set of 
commendable inspection practices based on their discussions. [Reference Chapter 4] 

Remark on �commendable practices�: Commendable practices are extracts from the topics, which 
were discussed by the workshop participants and were thought to be reference for Member countries. 
These are neither international standards nor guidelines. Each country should determine inspection 
practices, considering its own historical, social and cultural backgrounds and the commendable practices 
can be useful reference when each country improves its inspection practices. 

5.2 Closing Remarks 

Dr. Klonk remarked on the success of the discussions. His impression was that there had been full and 
frank exchanges of views both during the plenary and break-out discussion sessions. He also noted that the 
informal sessions provided many additional opportunities for bilateral exchanges. 

Discussions on the Workshop topics have shown that: 

• These workshops for inspectors continue to provide a unique environment in which inspectors 
can exchange information on current issues to gain insights and to also validate their own 
processes. 

• The topics were well developed and the participants were well prepared and made important 
contributions. 

• The development of both commendable inspection practices and the development of new 
challenges to be faced were successful and participants and their national organisations would 
hopefully benefit from the insights gained. 

In closing the work, Dr. Klonk thanked the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) staff in 
particular the efforts of a few individuals who made major contributions. François Rinfret and Brant 
McNeish who co-ordinated all the organisation efforts as well as the technical contents of the workshop 
with the CNSC staff, especially Fran Edwards, Gail Clark and Cheryl Lessard who helped put together all 
the various aspects of the programme and ensured the success by their diligence to all the many details 
involved. Dr. Klonk also thanked Mr. Barry Kaufer (OECD/NEA secretariat) for his continued service to 
the Working Group on Inspection Practices, which included support from NEA, all organisational aspects 
for the groups programme of work and for the group meetings and workshops. 
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In concluding, Dr. Klonk thanked all the workshop participants, facilitators and recorders remarking 
that without their contributions, hard work, dedication and commitment the Workshop would not have 
been a success. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 General Workshop Conclusions 

The following conclusions emerged from the workshop (Note - These conclusions and the 
accompanying commendable practices are based on workshop discussions and do not reflect a consensus 
NEA opinion. Nevertheless, they can be utilised as a general benchmark for basic comparisons of those 
issues which inspectors from participating countries share): 

The following subsections provide a listing of the commendable inspection practices that evolved 
from the various group discussions. 

6.2 Commendable Practices 

6.2.1 How Regulatory Inspections Can Promote, or Not Promote, Good Safety Culture 

A. How to Make Safety Culture �Inspectable� 

1. The Regulatory Body should identify safety culture elements and factor them into their 
process for inspecting / assessment Safety Culture. 

B. Possible Approaches 

1. The Regulatory Body may group elements of safety culture into key areas such as human 
performance, problem identification & resolution, concern raising environment, 
organizational support, etc. 

or 

2. The Regulatory Body may identify certain important elements to focus on which 
themselves may encompass other elements 

IMPORTANT PRACTICE - Safety significance should be factored into assessing licensee 
safety culture. 

C. Approaches 

1. Regulatory Bodies could explicitly address elements of safety culture during routine 
inspections. 

2. Regulatory Bodies could assess licensee Safety Culture on a periodic basis independent of 
performance, to reveal �hidden� issues. 
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3. Regulatory bodies could conduct targeted inspection in reaction to an event, incident or 
degraded condition. 

D. Competence 

1. Human factor and organisational specialists should be involved: 

− in the design of inspection oversight programmes in order to capture elements of 
Safety Culture 

− in some elements of its implementation to understand the inspection process and 
contribute to its delivery. 

2. Inspectors should have an understanding of Safety Culture to be able to carry out effective 
inspections. 

3. In some countries inspectors make judgements regarding Safety Culture while in other 
countries �human factors specialists� are involved. 

4. Inspector training should specially include what Safety Culture is and how their interaction 
with licensees can affect Safety Culture.  

E. Safety Culture Assessment 

1. The assessment process should consider findings arising from the inspection of the 
individual Safety Culture elements. 

2. An individual inspector should not be required to assess licensee safety culture 
independently. However, inspector findings that impact on Safety Culture should be 
factored into the assessment of licensee Safety Culture. 

F. Inspector Impact 

1. Inspectors need to manage their inspections and behaviour to take this in to account. 
Examples of this are:  

− Management of Inspections and requirements etc. is needed to minimize distraction of 
Licensees safety role. 

− Inspector concentration on particular things to be done can distort the Licensees� 
prioritization process depending on the LS understanding. 

−  Inspectors should remain in the role of inspectors and not lead the Licensees, 
especially in the area of their technical expertise, to ensure that the responsibilities for 
safety remain with the Licensee. 

2. Regulatory Bodies should be reviewing their own inspection practices and behaviours to 
determine their impact on the Licensees Safety Culture.  

3. Regulatory Bodies should be reviewing their own inspection practices and behaviours to 
determine their impact on the Licensees Safety Culture.  
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6.2.2 Inspection of Interaction between the Licensee and its Contractors 

A. The Regulatory Body inspects all aspects of the contracting process:  

− contract placement 

− bid assessment 

− contractor requirements 

− contract delivery 

− contract completion 

− the audit & review and feed-back process 

on the basis of safety relevance, risk assessment and engineering judgement, with links down 
to all sub-contractors.  

B. The Regulatory Body inspects the policy of the licensee to keep its ability to: 

− carry out its contract management tasks,  

− judge competency of contractors,  

− understand its responsibilities under the law, and 

− understand the safety features and hazards of its plant and how any contract may affect 
these.  

C. The Regulatory Body inspects in the field rather than only reviewing records and uses multi-
disciplinary teams when appropriate. 

D. The Regulatory Body has sufficient guidelines to describe the inspection of contracting. 

E. The Regulatory Body directs its inspection on licensee�s contracting activities, based on 
records and trending. 

F. The Regulatory Body treats large or small, foreign or domestic contractors equally. Regulatory 
bodies co-operate concerning work with foreign contractors, but are aware of different 
standards. 
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6.2.3 Future Challenges for Inspectors (e.g., New Techniques, Developing Competence, etc.) 

Based on topic, the development of commendable practices was not the objective of this group, rather 
the following ways to address these challenges were proposed:  

A. Creation of a central database of all inspection findings that is accessible to all Regulatory 
Body staff, including specialists, useable for performance evaluations (e.g. Quarterly or annual 
reports) or for tracking following up and trending. 

B. Ensuring that inspectors, who typically have technical backgrounds, receive human factors 
training that allows them to inspect for and identify HF issues such as organization, attitudes, 
behaviour, man/machine interfaces, etc. 

C. Maintaining a well-defined and structured inspection programme � minimum inspections to 
be done, up-to-date inspection guides - amidst organisational change, modification, 
improvements, etc. (i.e.. Change management): 

− Develop/ design inspection program which blends �deterministic�, �base-line� inspections 
and additional inspections based on risk (PSA) and condition based  

− Use safety significance to set frequency  

− Inspections of all stages of plan life (design, Construction. Commissioning, operation, 
outage decommission). 

D. To attain a consistent and coherent approach, the use of team inspections, clear 
requirements and guidelines, inspector/specialists discussion, routine discussion of findings, 
inspector training including use of case studies: 

− Harmonize/align national and regional inspectional programs. 

E. The ability to determine risk (safety significance) consistently remains a challenge for which 
there is a need for tools to assist the inspector: 

− Inspections related to barriers / defence in depth 

− Overlay PSA on inspections (frequency, depth, response) 

− Condition based inspections specific to reactor, events at reactor, planned inspection 

− Develop common international std. approach to evaluation rating. 
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7. EVALUATION 

7.1 Evaluation Form 

All participants at the workshop were requested to complete an evaluation form. The results of this 
questionnaire summarised below, are utilised by WGIP in setting up future workshops and to look at key 
issues for in the programme of work over the next few years. Of the 55 total participants 29 responses were 
received. 

The evaluation form, which was similar to ones issued at previous workshops, asked questions in 
4 areas:  general - workshop objectives, workshop format, workshop topics and future workshops. An 
additional question was added to determine to what extent the information gained from the workshop is 
used within the Member countries. Participants were asked to rate the various questions on a scale of 1 to 5 
(with 1 being a low (poor) score and 5 being a high (excellent) score.  Results are provided in the following 
charts (which also reflect scores from the previous workshops - for comparison purposes) along with a 
brief written summary. 

7.2 General 

Each of the following charts depicts a specific objective of the workshop and the participants 
responses on how well they were met. 

1. Exchange of Information on Regulatory 
Issues
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3. Development of Conclusions on the 
Workshop Topics
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4. Identification of methods (new or 
different) to improve inspection 

programmesin your country
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4a. Will you propose to your regulatory 
authority to use information from the 

workshop?
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5. Value of meeting with Inspectors from 
other Organisations
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The results, while slightly lower than in the last evaluation (from the 7th Workshop) clearly show how 
participants continue to see the value in these workshops. The responses to questions 1, 2, 4, 4a and 5 show 
that not only do participants find the exchange of information valuable, but were able to identify issues and 
methods to use in improving their own inspection programmes. 

WGIP members in preparing future workshops will need to carefully assess these results and 
incorporate changes or improvements in order to ensure that these objectives are met. 
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7.3 Workshop Format 

This part of the questionnaire looked at how effective each of the sessions was. The main objective of 
this question focuses on the way sessions are conducted. The responses provide key information to WGIP 
in their preparation and planning for future workshops. 

6. Opening Session - Presentation of 
Workshop Topics
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7. Discussion Group Sessions 
(thoroughness of discussions, sufficient 

time, etc.)
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8. Type of Format  -Teams with facilitators 
and recorders
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10. Size of Group Adequate
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11.Closing Session (Faciltiator Reports, 
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The results from this section in general, improved from the last workshop. The workshop format is the 
same that has been over the past 10 years or more and the marks indicate that WGIP members have 
become more efficient in preparing and running the workshop. The success of each workshop is dependent 
on good preparation by the WGIP and co-ordination between the facilitators and recorders for each topic. 
As discussed in previous proceedings, social interaction outside the workshop sessions clearly enhances 
the discussions. 

The interest of the participants in the topic, especially concerning identifying new or different 
inspection methods is also a key element. Additionally, the results show that the size of groups (small in 
numbers) helps provide for better discussions and increased participation by the individuals participants. 

7.4 Workshop Topics 

In order to assess how well the topics have been addressed, participants are asked to give a rating on 
whether they perceived the topics were covered adequately. 

Workshop Topics
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Workshop participants were generally satisfied with the selection of topics and how they were 
addressed. The scores recorded were similar to past workshops and the importance of inspection of safety 
culture is clearly depicted. 

7.5 Future Workshops 

While section 6.3 looks at the way workshop sessions are conducted, this section provides a 
perspective of the type of format, the overall value of having workshops and how they can be bettered.  
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Length of Workshop (working 
sessions)
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Workshop participants who responded were unanimous in endorsing future workshops. The results 
show that most participants also agree with the existing format regarding the number of topics and the 
length of the workshop. 

7.6 Future Topics 

Participants were asked to provide their input on potential future topics. Over 25 topics were listed in 
the responses.  While no specific analysis was applied to the results, WGIP and the CNRA will evaluate 
these and use them in proposing topics for future workshops. Some of more frequently mentioned topics 
(randomly listed not prioritised) were as follows:  

• How do Inspectors add value to regulatory-decision making process (risk-informed)? 

• How to share inspectors� experience [Ex. How to detect the degradation, What are the inspection 
items (know-how, actual and specific examples, etc.)]? 

• Inspection of digital I&C Systems. 

• Training and Qualification of Inspectors. 

• Inspection of safety culture, licensee management systems, etc. / Integration of safety culture 
assessment with safety management systems inspection. 

• Benchmarking/equalisation of inspection. 

• Inspections and operating experience / Integration of findings with PI information, event reviews. 

• Communication of inspector results to the public. 

• Continue work with contractors; the need for the concept of intelligent customer and the 
characteristics of this. 
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• Inspection on Ageing plant(s). 

• Fire Protection � How do improve inspections to help determine risk of findings. 

Part of the next workshop should be devoted to a 2-year follow-up on commendable practices from 
this workshop *e.g., survey the countries on the status of commendable practices in their country before 
the workshop and discuss the results at the workshop. 
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APPENDIX 1 - LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

BELGIUM 
 
   GETTEMANS, Michel                          Tel: +32 2 5280 147 
   Nuclear Safety Inspector                   Fax: +32 2 5280 101 
   Association Vinçotte Nuclear (AVN)         Eml: mg@avn.be 
   Rue Walcourt, 148 
   B-1070 Bruxelles 
 
   VANDEWALLE, Andre                          Tel: +32 2 5280 130 
   Division Head of Nuclear Installations Inspections  Fax: +32 2 5280 101 
   Association Vinçotte Nuclear (AVN)         Eml: avw@avn.be 
   148, rue Walcourt 
   1070 Bruxelles 
 
 
CANADA 
 
   AUBREY, Richard                            Tel: +1 819-298-4339 
   Site Supervisor                            Fax: +1 819-298-2544 
   Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission         Eml: aubreyr@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca 
   4900 Bécancour Blvd., 
   BÉCANCOUR (Québec) 
   G9H 3X3 
 
   DE BOER, William G.                        Tel: +1 (613) 995-2152 
   Quality Management Specialist              Fax: +1 (613) 995-5086 
   CNSC - OMSD                                Eml: deboerb@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca 
   280 Slater Street, 
   Ottawa, Ontario, K1P 5S9 
 
   DESJARDINS, Daniel                         Tel: +1 613 947-2770 
   Senior Regulatory Program Officer          Fax: +1 613 995-5086 
   Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission         Eml: desjardinsd@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca 
   280 Slater Street, 
   P.O. Box 1046, Station "B", 
   Ottawa, Ontario, K1P 5S9 
 
   FINIGAN, Brian                             Tel: +1 905-831-3536 
   Site Supervisor                            Fax: +1 905-831-9849 
   CNSC                                       Eml: finigan.b@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca 
   Pickering Nuclear Station, 
   Montgomery Park Road, 
   Pickering, Ontario 
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   LANGLOIS, Louis-Arthur                     Tel: +1 613 944 6780 
   Training Program Evaluation Officer        Fax: 
   Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission         Eml: langloisla@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca 
   280 Slater Street,, 
   P. O. Box 1046, Station B 
   Ottawa, Ontario, K1P 5S9 
 
   LING, Aloysius                             Tel: +1 905-697-7430 ext 1951 
   Inspector, Supervisor                      Fax: +1 905-623-5963 
   Darlington Nuclear Gen Station             Eml: linga@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca 
   CNSC 
   P.O, Box 4000, 
   Bowmanville, Ontario, L1C3Z8 
 
   LUN, Kenneth                               Tel: +1 613-995-1619 
   Regulatory Program Officer                 Fax: 
   Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission         Eml: lunk@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca 
   PO Box 1046, Station B, 
   280 Slater Street 
   Ottawa, Ontario 
 
   MCNEISH, Brant                             Tel: +1 519 361 7203 
   Canadian Nuclear Safety Commissission      Fax: +1 519 361 7507 
   P.O. Box 3000, B06                         Eml: mcneishb@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca 
   Tiverton, Ontario, 
   N0G 2T0 
 
   RINFRET, Francois                          Tel: +1 613 996 2193 
   Director, Reactor Inspection Division      Fax: +1 613 943 0253 
   Directorate of Power Reactor Regulation    Eml: rinfretf@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca 
   280 Slater, PO Box 1046 
   Postal Station B\ 
   Ottawa  K1P 5S9 
 
   SALWAY, Alice                              Tel: +1 (613) 995 1066 
   Senior Human Factors Specialist            Fax: +1 (613) 995 5086 
   Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission         Eml: salwaya@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca 
   280 Slater Street, PO Box 1046 
   Ottawa, Ontario, K1P 5S9, 
 
   VAN BERLO, John                            Tel: +1 519 361 4953 
   Site Supervisor                            Fax: +1 519 361 7207 
   Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission         Eml: vanberloj@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca 
   P.O. Box 4000, 
   Tiverton, Ontario, 
   N0G 2T0 
 
   WANG, Chester                              Tel: +1 416-281-6514 
   CNSC                                       Fax: +1 905-831-9849 
   137 Meadowvale Road                        Eml: wangc@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca 
   Toronto, Ontario 
   M1C 1S2 
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CZECH REPUBLIC 
 
   REHACEK, Radomir                           Tel: +420 2 2162 4729 
   State Office for Nuclear Safety            Fax: +420 2 2162 4202 
   Senovazne namesti 9                        Eml: radomir.rehacek@sujb.cz 
   110 00 Praha 
 
 
FINLAND 
 
   HOLOPAINEN, Milka                          Tel: +358 9 7598 8687 
   Scientist                                  Fax: +358 9 7598 8382 
   Nuclear Reactor Regulation                 Eml: milka.holopainen@stuk.fi 
   Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority-ST 
   P.O. Box 14 
   FIN-00881 Helsinki 
 
   VUORIO, Petri                              Tel: +358 9 75988 299 
   Senior Adviser                             Fax: +358 9 75988 382 
   STUK                                       Eml: petri.vuorio@stuk.fi 
   Laippatie 4, 
   FI-00880 Helsinki 
 
 
FRANCE 
 
   FOUCHER, Laurent                           Tel: +33 (0)1 43 19 70 64 
   ASN                                        Fax: +33 (0)1 43 19 70 66 
   DGSNR-SD2                                  Eml: laurent.foucher@asn.minefi.gouv.fr 
   10 route du Panorama 
   92266 Fontenay-aux-Roses cedex 
 
   VEYRET, Olivier                            Tel: +33238417647 
   French nuclear safety authority            Fax: +33238663922 
   DRIRE Centre - DSNR Orleans                Eml: olivier.veyret@asn.minefi.gouv.fr 
   6 rue Charles de Coulomb 
   45 077 Orléans Cedex 2 
 
   ZERGER,  Benoît                            Tel: +33 (0)4 37 91 43 80 
   ASN                                        Fax: +33 (0)4 37 91 28 04 
   DRIRE                                      Eml: benoit.zerger@asn.minefi.gouv.fr 
   2 rue Antoine Charial 
   69426 LYON CEDEX 03 
 
 
GERMANY 
 
   BERGBAUER, Walter                          Tel: +49 89 57911238 
   TÜV Bau und Betrieb GMbH                   Fax: +49 89 57912606 
   Westendstrasse 199                       Eml: walter.bergbauer@tuev-sued.de 
   D-80686 München 
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   EMRICH, Hansjoerg                          Tel: +49 175-1813115 
   Hessisches Ministerium f. Umwelt           Fax: +49 6731 948526 
   Hermann-Ehlers-Strasse 13                  Eml: H.Emrich@hmulv.hessen.de 
   55232 Alzey, 
 
   GLÖCKLE, Walter                            Tel: +49 711-126-2607 
   Umweltministerium Baden-Württemberg        Fax: +49 711-126-2885 
   Postfach 10 34 39 Eml: walter.gloeckle@um.bwl.de 
   D-70029 Stuttgart 
 
   KLONK, Hartmut                             Tel: +49 1888 333 1530 
   Bundesamt für Strahlenschutz               Fax: +49 1888 333 1885 
   Fachbereich Sicherheit in der Kerntechnik  Eml: hklonk@bfs.de 
   Fachgebiet SK 1 
   Postfach 10 01 49 
   38201 Salzgitter 
 
   HLÖGL, Frank                             Tel: +49 89 57912353 
   TÜV SÜD Industrie Service GmbH             Fax: +49 89 57912571 
   Westendstrasse 199,                        Eml: frank.schloegl@tuev-sued.de 
   80686 Munich 
 
 
HUNGARY 
 
   FICHTINGER, Gyula                          Tel: +36 1 4364 894 
   Hungarian Atomic Energy Authorities        Fax: +36 1 3464 883 
   Nuclear Safety Directorate                 Eml: FichtinG@haea.gov.hu 
   Fenyes A.U. 4 
   114 Pf. 676 
   H-1539 Budapest 114 
 
 
JAPAN 
 
   KOIZUMI, Hiroyoshi                         Tel: +81(0)3 4511 1921 
   Senior Researcher, International Affairs   Fax: +81(0)3 4511 1998 
   Safety Information Research Division       Eml: koizumi-hiroyoshi@jnes.go.jp 
   Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organisation 
   8th Floor, Fujitakanto-Toranommon Bldg, 
   3-17-1 Toranamon, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-00 
 
   MORI, Fukio                                Tel: +81 3 -4511-1375 
   Senior Officer & Senior Inspector          Fax: 
   Inspection Affairs Division                Eml: mori-fukio@jnes.go.jp 
   Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization 
   3-17-1,  Toranomon  Minato-ku  Tokyo  105 
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   ROJI, Yasunori                             Tel: +81 3 3501 9547 
   Senior Specialist for Nuclear Safety       Fax: 
   Nuclear Power Inspection Division          Eml: roji-yasunori@meti.go.jp 
   Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency 
   Kasumigaseki, 1-3-1, Chiyodaku, Tokyo 
 
   SAKAUE, Takeharu                           Tel: +81-3-4511-1783 
   Senior Officer& Senior Researcher          Fax: +81-3-4511-1898 
   Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization(  Eml: sakaue-takeharu@jnes.go.jp 
   TOKYU REIT Toranomon Bldg,3-17-1, 
   Toranomon,Minato-ku,Tokyo 
 
   SHIOMI, Hirozo                             Tel: +81 (3) 4511 1940 
   Senior Researcher & Safety Information     Fax: +81 (3) 4511 1998 
    Analysis Group, Safety Information Resea  Eml: shiomi-hirozo@jnes.go.jp 
   Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organisation 
   3-17-1, Toranomon, Minatoku, 
   Tokyo, 105-0001 
 
 
KOREA (REPUBLIC OF) 
 
   HA, Jong-Tae                               Tel: +82 42 868 0212 
   Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety (KINS)   Fax: +82 42 861 0943 
   P.O. Box 114                               Eml: jongha@kins.re.kr 
   Yusong, Taejon 
 
   KIM, Kyun-Tae                              Tel: +82 42 868 0153 
   Regulatory Management Department           Fax: +82-42-861-0943 
   Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety          Eml: ktkim@kins.re.kr 
   P.O.Box 114 Yusong, Daejeon 
 
   PARK, Youn-Won                             Tel: +82 42 868 0166 
   Korea Institute of Nuclear                 Fax: +82 42 861 0943 
   Safety (KINS)                              Eml: pyw@kins.re.kr 
   Director Nuclear Regulation Division 
   19 Kuseong,  P.O. Box 114, 
   Yuseong,  TAEJON 305-338 
 
 
MEXICO 
 
   GUTIERREZ RUIZ, Luis Miguel                Tel: +52 5 5095 3236 
   Comision Nacional de Seg.                  Fax: +52 5 5905 3293 
   Nuclear y Salvaguardias CNSNS              Eml: lgutierrez@cnsns.gob.mx 
   Dr. Barragan 779, 3° Piso 
   Col. Narvarte 
   CP. 03020 Mexico DF 
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NETHERLANDS 
 
   JANSEN, C.W.                               Tel: +31 70 339 24 97 
   Senior Inspector                           Fax: +31 70 339 18 87 
   Nucl.Regl.Body (VI-KFD)                    Eml: kees.jansen@minvrom.nl 
   Rijnstraat 8, IPC 560 
   PO-Box 16191 
   2500 BD The Hague 
 
   STOCKMANN, Ynte                            Tel: +31 70 339 1503 secretar:3888 
   VI/KFD                                     Fax: +31 70 3391887 
   Rijnstraat 8                               Eml: ynte.stockmann@minvrom.nl 
   Postbus 16191 
   ipc 560 
   2500 BD Den Haag 
 
 
RUSSIAN FEDERATION 
 
   KAN, Afanasy                               Tel: 
   Head of the Don Interregional Territorial  Fax: 
                                              Eml: 
 
   KLOPKOV, Valery                            Tel: +7 (495) 911-60-65 
   Head of Translation Department             Fax: 
   Rostechnadzor (The Federal Environmental   Eml: Klopkov_VI@vosafety.ru 
   34a, Taganskaya st.,  
   Moscow 109147 
 
 
SLOVAK REPUBLIC 
 
   BENCAT, Mikulas                            Tel: +421(36)6391278 
   L.Ivana 21, Levice, 93405                  Fax: +421(36)6391278 
                                              Eml: mikulas.bencat@ujd.gov.sk 
 
 
SPAIN 
 
   CRESPO, Julio                              Tel: +34 9 1 3460 242 
   Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear               Fax: +34 9 1 3460 588 
   C/ Justo Dorado, 11                        Eml: jcb@csn.es 
   28040 Madrid 
 
   SILVA MENDILIBAR, Rafael                   Tel: +34 
   Inspector                                  Fax: +34 
   Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear               Eml:       @csn.es 
   C/ Justo Dorado, 11          
   28040 Madrid 
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SWEDEN 
 
   AXELSSON, Lars                             Tel: +46 8 698 84 70 
   MTO Specialist                             Fax: +46 8 661 90 86 
   Swedish Nuclear Power Inspt.               Eml: lars.axelsson@ski.se 
   Klarabergsviadukten 90 
   S-10658 STOCKHOLM 
 
   FORSBERG, Staffan                          Tel: +46 8 6988400 
   Nuclear Safety Department                  Fax: 
   Swedish Nuclear Power Inspt.               Eml: staffan@ski.se 
   Klarabergsviadukten, 90 
   S-10658 Stockholm 
 
   HAGGBLOM, Mats                             Tel: +46 8 698 84 23 
   Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI)   Fax: +46 8 661 90 86 
   Klarabergsviaduklen 90                     Eml: mats.haggblom@ski.se 
   S-106 58 Stockholm 
 
   IDEHAAG, Klas                              Tel: +46 8 698 84 77 
   Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI)   Fax: +46 8 661 90 86 
   Klarabergsviadukten 90                     Eml: klas.idehaag@ski.se 
   S-106 58 Stockholm 
 
 
SWITZERLAND 
 
   BILLETER, Daniel                           Tel: +41 0 56 310 39 35 
   Coordinator for KKG                        Fax: +41 0 56 310 38 54 
   Hauptabteilung für die Sicherheit          Eml: daniel.billeter@hsk.ch 
     der Kernanlagen (HSK) 
   5232 Villigen-HSK 
 
   RYSER, Cornelia                            Tel: +41 56 310 38 36 
   Psychologist                               Fax: +41 56 310 38 55 
   Swiss Federal Nuclear Safety Inspectorate  Eml: Cornelia.Ryser@hsk.ch 
   Human and Organisational Factors Section 
   CH - 5232 Villigen-HSK 
 
 
UNITED KINGDOM 
 
   LEWIS, Stephen 
   Principal Inspector - NII Tel: +44 151 951 3784 
   Health & Safety Executive                  Fax: +44 151 951 4163 
   Office No. 4N1, Eml: steve.nsd.lewis@hse.gsi.gov.uk 
   Redgrave Court, 
   Bootle, Liverpool, L20 7HS  
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   THOMPSON, William                          Tel: +44 151 951 4463 
   Principal Inspector - NII Fax: +44 151 922 5980 
   Health and Safety Executive                Eml: bill.thompson@hse.gsi.gov.uk 
   Office No. 4N1, 
   Redgrave Court, 
   Bootle, Liverpool, L20 7HS 
 
 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
 
   GIBBS,   Russell                           Tel: +1 301 415 2988 
   Inspection Program Branch                  Fax: +1 301 415 1983 
   Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation       Eml: rag1@nrc.gov 
   U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
   Mail Stop O-7A15 
   Washington, D.C. 20555 
 
   SHOENFELD, Isabelle                       Tel: +1 301 415 3280 
   Office of Enforcement                      Fax: +1 301 415 3431 
   U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission        Eml: iss@nrc.gov 
   Mail Stop O14E1 
   Washington, DC 20555 
 
 
INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS 
 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 
 
   GUO, Lingquan                              Tel: +43-1-2600-26426 
   Regulatory Activities Section (RAS)        Fax: +43 1 26007 22682 
   Division of Nuclear Installation Safety  Eml: l.guo@iaea.org 
   Department of Nuclear Safety and Security 
   IAEA 
   Wagramerstrasse 5 
   A-1400 Wien 
   Austria 
 
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency 
 
   KAUFER, Barry                              Tel: +33 1 45 24 10 55 
   OECD-NEA                                   Fax: +33 1 45 24 11 29 
   Nuclear Safety Division                    Eml: barry.kaufer@oecd.org 
   Le Seine St-Germain 
   12 bd des Iles 
   F-92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux 
   France 


